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Note on Transliteration

This book employs diacritical marks for Tamil and Sanskrit words,
following Library of Congress style. For readers unfamiliar with Indian terms, it is my hope that the beneﬁts of familiarizing oneself
with diacritics and with more accurate pronunciation will outshine
the drawbacks of the (initially) confusing array of dots and dashes.
Many of the terms used have both Tamil and Sanskrit forms. In
such instances I follow temple usage and thus the Tamil form. Most
typically this means adding an m to the end of a Sanskrit word such
that prasada becomes prasadam and linga becomes lingam, etc. The
glossary at the end of the book likewise lists such recurring terms in
Tamil form. Place names and personal names of individuals are Anglicized, written without diacritics, to conform to their common usage when writing in English.

Basic Guide to Pronunciation
Vowels
Long vowels are pronounced differently and are given more emphasis than short ones; they are distinguished by placing a line over the
vowel.
a
ā
i

like u in up
like a in father
like i in pit

e
ē
ai

like e in met
like a in lake
like i in hike

xiv

note on transliteration
ı̄
u
ū

like ee in sheep
like u in put
like oo in troop

o
ō
au

like the ﬁrst o in potato
like the o in oak
like ou in shout

Consonants
Consonants with corresponding sounds that differ most strikingly from English are
ś, ﬁs
c

like sh in shut
like ch in chat

r
rﬁ

is rolled like a Spanish single r
like ri in river (rolled r)

Consonants with dots beneath them like ﬁl, nﬁ , sﬁ , and ﬁt are retroﬂex. They
are pronounced with the tongue curled back so it touches the roof of the mouth.
Double consonants like kk, cc, or ll, are given greater emphasis or held longer
than single consonants.

The Goddess Lives in
Upstate New York
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Introduction
A Temple Trip

Imagine for a moment that I have visitors whom I decide to take on
a day trip to the Śrı̄ Rājarājeśwarı̄ Pı̄tﬁham, the “seat” (pı̄tﬁham) of the
goddess Rājarājeśwarı̄. Since they have never been there before and
I do not tell them where we are headed, they are in for a bit of a
surprise. As we near the temple, we look out at the lovely rolling
landscape of rural upstate New York and remark, depending on the
season, on the deep green of the rain-drenched hills, the electric fall
foliage, or the sparkling winter wonderland around us. After winding though long stretches of farmland dotted with barns, silos, and
cows, our car takes a turn down a long, narrow driveway that leads
toward a small, neatly painted, one-story yellow barn. We leave the
car in the parking lot and, as we near the barn, we encounter a fourfoot statue of Ganeś, the rotund, elephant-headed Lord of Beginnings and Remover of Obstacles. Ganeś, appropriately, is our ﬁrst
clue that something Hindu is afoot.1 Carved in typical south Indian
style from black granite, he tastefully wears splendid silks and goldcolored ornaments. Peering out from his clear Plexiglas shrine, he
may or may not sport sunglasses to keep the sun’s glare from his
eyes; this also depends on the season.
Entering through the side door, we add our shoes to the rows of
footwear and, because morning worship (pūjā) is in full swing, we
hear the faint sound of chanting coming from beyond the next door.
As we pass through this door and into smoky air thick with incense,
we are greeted by a chorus of Sanskrit chants, the clanging of bells,
boisterous Karnatic temple music (electronically piped in) and, most
dramatically, an array of gleaming gods and goddesses. Upstate New
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York farmland, in essence, could not seem farther away. Focusing more closely
on the deities in our midst, our eyes are drawn ﬁrst to the goddess Rājarājeśwarı̄, “Empress of Emperors,” to whom the temple is dedicated.2 She sits in
regal splendor on the opposite side of the temple, ﬂanked by (another) Ganeś
on her right and a Śiva lingam on her left.3 Resplendently decorated with gold
jewelry, draped in silk, and heavily garlanded with ﬂowers, these three deities
are exquisitely carved from black granite. Directly to our right are the nine
planets or Navagrﬁha, crafted in mostly human form and each accompanied by
a female consort and an animal vāhana or vehicle. Plated in gold and nattily
dressed in color-coordinated silk sarongs and turbans, the Navagrﬁha and their
entourage stand at eye level on a square platform.4 Although temple activity
revolves around Rājarājeśwarı̄ and her powers, the remaining deities lining the
side and back walls are embodiments of the Śaiva-Śākta tradition. Gold-plated
and dressed in silk, they belong to the family of gods and goddesses associated
with the divine pair, Śiva and Pārvatı̄.5
Since my visitors are familiar with south Indian and Sri Lankan Tamil
traditions, they recognize most of the surrounding deities, the ongoing ritual,
and note the temple’s distinct south Indian ﬂavor. Yet two things immediately
stand out. One is the temple’s ﬂoor plan. Its deviation from south Indian
norms is nearly as dramatic as discovering a glittering gang of Hindu deities
in the middle of North American farm country. Rather than inhabiting enclosed individual shrines that allow for exclusive priestly access, the gods and
goddesses brazenly stand (or sit) out in the open. The temple design encourages any and all visitors to approach and pay their respects. Yet ofﬁcial priestly
ritual is also in evidence, witnessed by the ongoing pūjā and the remains of
earlier offerings—ﬂowers of various shapes, hues, and freshness, tucked into
every conceivable granite and gold crevice.6 The spirit behind the temple’s open
design is further expressed through the pūjā itself. One temple member—a
woman—honors the deities with physical offerings of ﬂowers, incense, water,
fruit, and ﬂame while a group of others, sitting among the congregation, chant
along in Sanskrit and perform ritually prescribed hand gestures (mudrās) at
appropriate moments. Rather than enacting the typical divide between a male
priest who mediates divine blessings and devotees who receive them, the pūjā
confuses traditional lines of temple participation.
Like this trip with my imaginary visitors—with surprises at every turn—
this book’s extended trip to the Śrı̄ Rājarājeśwarı̄ Pitﬁham of Rush, New York,
is a study in unexpected twists and turns that deﬁne and enliven the temple
and its community. The reality suggested by the book’s title, that the Goddess
lives in upstate New York, sets the stage for our exploration in three ways. On
one level, the elaborate rituals performed at the Rush temple create an atmosphere where deities and their powers—particularly the powers of Rājarājeśwarı̄—are made to thrive. This commitment to enlivening divinity through
ritual ﬁnds itself juxtaposed against and inﬂuenced by today’s secular scientiﬁc
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Temple ﬂoor plan sketched by Aiya, November 2003.

worldview. Second, the guru-mandated openness of temple practices—in
which ancient ritual performances and esoteric teachings break through their
traditional conﬁnes—brings the Goddess to life in ways unavailable, if not
unthinkable, for devotees at more conventional temples. Finally, the rather
everyday sense in which the Goddess lives, or resides, in upstate New York
has important implications for deities and human participants alike. The dynamics of south Indian temple life as it works to settle and ﬂourish in rural
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North America—imaged by elaborately adorned deities amid U.S. cows and
silos—present opportunities and challenges for all involved. These three areas
of exploration, reﬂecting the work of the deities, the guru, and the devotees,
respectively, ensure that the Goddess lives and thrives in upstate New York.
They also, for our purposes, help set the book’s itinerary.
The book’s ﬁrst part, exploring the dynamic between miraculous and scientiﬁc worldviews, highlights the workings of and faith in Rājarājeśwarı̄,
known as Devı̄ or Mother to her devotee children.7 Key to locating Devı̄’s place
in Rush temple practices and in the lives of her devotees is the Śrı̄vidyā tradition to which the goddess and temple belong. Śrı̄vidyā, or “auspicious wisdom,” is a tantric path that honors the great goddess Tripurasundarı̄ and places
considerable emphasis on harnessing her powers through ritual. Tripurasundarı̄ herself transcends description, and manifests for her devotees as three
different goddesses with distinct attributes—the eldest of the three, according
to temple tradition, is Rājarājeśwarı̄.8 The Śrı̄vidyā tradition, ﬂourishing primarily in northern Kashmir and parts of south India since at least the sixth
century, is today practiced most widely—and usually secretly—in south India.9
The community traditionally responsible for formalizing its practices, guarding
its secrets as their own, is the Smārta community, an elite subcaste within the
brahmanical fold. Although historical and textual evidence suggest that Śrı̄vidyā is meant for men and women of all castes, its elitism and association with
the brahman community in India and Sri Lanka is rarely challenged.10
The Rush temple guru, Sri Chaitanyananda, known affectionately as
Aiya,11 deﬁes convention when he, a nonbrahman, enthusiastically brings Śrı̄vidyā’s ritual secrets into the open. Aiya validates his work through his entrenchment within an esteemed Śrı̄vidyā guru lineage and is quick to point
out that the true maverick in his life to whom he owes his position as Rush
temple founder is his own guru, Sri Amritananda, known as Guruji. A Smārta
brahman from the south Indian state of Andhra Pradesh, Guruji was a professor of nuclear physics at a Zambian university when he and Aiya ﬁrst met
in 1978. Aiya, at the time, was working in Zambia as an architect. Soon after
they met, Guruji initiated Aiya and his wife, Amma (the Tamil term for
Mother), into Śrı̄vidyā. Not only did Guruji break with lineage tradition by
offering initiation to a nonbrahman couple, he furthermore instructed Aiya to
pass on what he learned to anyone interested, regardless of their background.
Six months after initiation, Aiya, Amma, and their seven-year-old daughter,
Charu, emigrated to the United States, exporting Aiya’s capacity as religious
teacher and ritual specialist to new terrain. In the early years, students regularly
met in Aiya and Amma’s attic that they had converted into a shrine room.
Later, their one-and-a-half-car garage became headquarters for worship and
learning. Since 1998, the yellow barn surrounded by rolling hills and silos has
hosted the goddess and her entourage.
Part II discusses the temple’s commitment to nonconvention amid its
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attention to ritual precision and features Aiya as instigator of both. Aiya himself
embodies this space-in-between, reveling in yet rebelling against traditional
expectations for religious leadership. As teacher, counselor, philosopher, and
storyteller, he fulﬁlls the many-faceted guru role for students of all backgrounds. As ritual specialist, he likewise performs his job as temple pūjāri or
priest with precision and gusto. Aiya veers from traditional norms when he
enthusiastically shares his priestly role with others and, as a guru with blessings from his own guru, when he freely transmits Śrı̄vidyā’s highly secretive,
typically exclusive, tradition to almost anyone willing to learn. Because of Aiya’s
unconventional bearing, visitors to the temple in search of the esteemed priestguru have been known to walk right past him—past the Sri Lankan Tamil man
wearing trousers and a T-shirt, still youthful as he nears his sixtieth birthday,
laughing loudly at a joke or comically dodging clear of someone he has just
teased. Unable to ﬁnd the guru they thought they came to see—somber, perhaps orange-robed and bearded, holding forth with religious platitudes—they
are eventually directed back to the clean-shaven, rambunctious man in street
clothes. Although Aiya’s conversations regularly take philosophical turns, and
although he dresses more like a typical temple priest while performing ritual,
he is not always readily identiﬁable, based on preconceptions of holy countenance, as an inﬂuential religious leader.12
Part III’s discussion of interchanges between foreign and domestic cultures, religions, and landscapes highlights anecdotes and reﬂections of community members and temple participants. Throughout the book, I often identify temple participants, by no means a homogenous group, according to their
level of commitment. At the perimeter are visitors who come on rare occasions,
typically propelled by curiosity or long-distance pilgrimage. These sporadic participants tend to be of Indian or Sri Lankan ancestry, mostly ﬁrst-generation
North Americans and their children. Closer to the core are semifrequent visitors including, for the most part, Sri Lankan Tamil immigrants and their children who live in Toronto. Although Toronto hosts several major Sri Lankanrun temples and dozens of smaller ones, Torontonians regularly make the
three-hour trip to Rush. They do so for a host of reasons: to relax in the temple’s
idyllic rural setting, to take part in its nonconventional atmosphere and, most
commonly, to reap the beneﬁts of its elaborate rituals, gleaning the blessings
of its powerful goddess, Śrı̄ Rājarājeśwarı̄.
Temple members identiﬁed as inner-core devotees represent the smallest,
most dedicated, segment of the temple population. Although the number of
people to whom Aiya has given a mantra, and thus initiated into the Śrı̄vidyā
tradition, is nearly impossible to estimate, the ever-shifting group of temple
regulars roughly numbers about forty at any given time.13 From June 1998
through October 2002, I formally and informally interviewed about thirty
inner-core devotees, composed mostly of ﬁrst- and second-generation South
Asians from India and Sri Lanka, along with a handful of U.S.-born non–South
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Asians. About three-quarters of this group were willing if not enthusiastic
about lending their thoughts and experiences to my tape recorder and me on
at least one occasion.14 A number of other devotees who repeatedly and gladly
shared with me their reﬂections over the years nevertheless managed to
avoid—either by happenstance or design—being formally interviewed.15 Their
anecdotes and opinions, although not included verbatim, also help form this
book.
The following pages incorporate exchanges with dozens of people peripherally involved at the temple—pilgrims, semiregular visitors, and Rush community members—yet the bulk of this book weaves scenes, stories, and ideas
offered to me by Aiya and some of the temple’s most dedicated participants.
The resulting tone is thus one of an insider, largely supportive of temple practices and policies. It is by no means utopian, however. Religious dedication
and community building has its challenges, and life at the Rush temple is no
exception. As temple participants concluded during a number of conversations,
religious movements that defy the status quo will, by their nature, be works in
progress, never ﬁnished and ﬁnalized as long as the challenge is extended.16
While providing an exciting and fulﬁlling ride, such movements experience
their share of bumps along the way.
This excitement and tension, typically associated with challenges to convention, also can be linked to the temple’s newness. The four and a half years
that I ofﬁcially spent chronicling events and viewpoints mark the beginning
stages of Rush temple life (I unfortunately missed the grand installation ceremony by two weeks). This book thus represents a particular moment in time.
It reﬂects on the birth of a temple and its early development, with all their
attendant joys and pains. Expanding physically over the years, the building that
encloses the temple is now nearly twice its original size and the number of
deities and their accoutrements has nearly doubled as well. Also shifting gradually but constantly over time has been the composition of the temple’s innercore members. By the time of this book’s publication, most of the members
quoted within will remain, a few will have receded, and a few new and peripheral members will have become prominent. Ideas and opinions cited in the
book will have, in some cases changed as well. In spite of this inevitable ﬂux,
I have found that a certain spirit—one that struck me (and my imaginary
visitors) when I visited the temple for the ﬁrst time—endures within Rush
temple life. My hope is that this resilient spirit, constituted by and connecting
the temple tripartite—the goddess Rājarājeśwarı̄, Aiya, and temple devotees—
permeates the following chapters as well.
Although the book is largely organized according to three deﬁning and
enlivening temple junctures that feature Devı̄, Aiya, and temple devotees, respectively, I must add that one cannot so easily box in or distinguish these
three characters and categories. Naturally, the goddess’s presence and power
permeate conversations and reﬂections throughout the book, Aiya’s exuberant
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voice booms almost constantly, and devotees—without whom the temple and
its guru would have little purpose—are never completely absent. According to
Śrı̄vidyā theology, this kind of overlap makes perfect sense: divinities, gurus,
and devotees should be difﬁcult to separate from one another since, in the end,
no such apparent division actually exists. Likewise, as we will see, the juxtaposed worldviews, practices, and religious cultures featured in the book’s three
parts often appear linked while seemingly incongruent, interdependent while
purportedly oppositional.17
I emphasize junctures and interrelationships—between miraculous and
scientiﬁc worldviews, nonconventional and conventional practices, and domestic and foreign sensibilities—largely because they provide a good entrée
into exploring the temple’s unique spirit. Moreover, classical studies of religion
and culture often describe junctures—boundaries of standard space, society,
and time—as sacred in their own right. For instance, ruptures in mundane
space, represented most powerfully by mountains, are often given sacred qualities; people and states existing outside conventional social structures can glean
religious or quasi-religious status; and intervals between seasons, daily cycles,
and life stages frequently emerge as moments that allow for if not necessitate
ritual performances.18
Sacred intersections are often also, by their nature, fraught with ambiguity
and uncertainty. Moments-in-between such as springtime or the minutes between dawn and daylight “even at their worst, contain the hope of the best and,
even at their best, the threat of the worst” (Bourdieu 1977: 131). “Holy men”
whose transgressive lifestyles relegate them to the borders of polite society can
emerge, in some cases, as the most exalted yet despised among humans (Ewing
1997: 201). Intercultural borders, opening opportunities and necessities for
making and remaking identity, likewise can be a “sign of ambivalence, a permanently fraught hope. They discover over and over that the good and bad
news presuppose each other” (Clifford 1997: 7, 10).19 The junctures that structure this book likewise demonstrate, depending on one’s angle, the mixed news
of Rush temple intersections. “Sacred” intersections represent moments in
which participants discover miracles and meaning, yet they are not without
their risks and frustrations, even for dedicated insiders for whom the costs are
well worth the beneﬁts.
Part I’s description of Devı̄’s power harnessed through temple rituals and
their attendant miracles unearths a number of seemingly precarious juxtapositions. It begins by describing how my exposure to the temple caused a gradual, and in some cases uneasy, shift in my understanding of ritual power—a
process that unfolds both within and outside my cognitive control. Chapter 2
explores the temple’s blurring of scientiﬁc and supernatural worldviews
through practices in which devotees invoke and physically manifest divinity
through lavish ritual offerings, concise bodily practices, and correct mindfulness. For outsiders, such external rituals can give rise to suspicions that Hindu
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temple practices are “idolatrous,” a view rooted, in part, in British colonial
attitudes. Although many North American Hindu temples compensate for
these suspicions by downplaying the role of ritual power, the Rush temple
enthusiastically embraces and celebrates it. Chapter 3 relates stories of miracles
that reﬂect the precarious bridging of earthly and divine realms and offers
another view into the ways Rush temple members negotiate, contradict, and
ignore conventional perceptions.
Part II looks at how the temple, at Aiya’s instigation, adheres to and deﬁes
religious orthodoxy and established practice. Chapter 4 sketches Aiya’s insistent attempts to gain religious knowledge, blocked from him because of his
caste. Once on the Śrı̄vidyā path, he becomes a different kind of nuisance to
the status quo—his enthusiastic propagation of an otherwise exclusive tradition is all the more unnerving because of his meticulous attention to ritual
detail. Inhabiting the intersection between blasphemy and orthodoxy, he is
difﬁcult to ignore. Chapter 5 describes how temple members experience this
dynamic, particularly women and young people who, typically marginalized in
traditional religious settings, glean great satisfaction from their participation
as Śrı̄vidyā initiates and temple priests. Chapter 6 describes the levity and
uncertainty that emerge from the intersection between convention and nonconvention. When Aiya expands the boundaries of religious authority, allowing
access to divinity in spontaneous and surprising ways, he also leaves a door
open for potential dispute.
Part III depicts the temple as a hopeful yet fraught meeting ground between geographies and cultures, as the crossroads between South Asia and
mainstream rural America and their respective religious traditions. Chapter 7
depicts the transplanting of South Asian divinity onto North American soil
through the travels and miraculous appearances of Hindu deities. Intrinsic to
this process is the transposition of South Asian sacred geography—typically
inseparable from South Asian religions—to rural upstate New York. Chapter
8 highlights some of the ups and downs of converging ethnicities and religions
as experienced by temple participants and Rush community members. Although racism and religious intolerance are typical of the South Asian immigrant experience, cultural interchange sparks unexpected possibilities and outlooks as well. Chapter 9 brings us “home,” to the image of the temple most
commonly described by inner-core members, all of whom have been unmoored, at some level, from their cultural or religious heritage. Although seemingly mundane, the temple as home is a concept many devotees hold most
sacred. Amid its many balancing acts and incongruities, it is where participants
ultimately ﬁnd comfort, security, and rest.
Although I never heard Aiya refer to the temple or its traditions as sites
of potent yet precarious intersections, I have been alert to occasional allusions
and inferences. One such instance occurred during the summer of 2001 when
Aiya, a handful of devotees, and I were eating lunch around the homam ﬁre
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pit outside the temple. (In spring 2003 the homam pit became part of the
enclosed temple structure.) The approximately four-by-four-foot square pit,
lined with red bricks and surrounded by wooden planks, is where, during
regular homam rituals, participants sit, chant, and lower offerings into the ﬁre.
During warm weather, the same area becomes a useful, ﬂat place to congregate
for lunch. During a lull in a rollicking series of conversations, Aiya leaned
slightly in my direction and earnestly asked me the question: “Amma [although
Tamil for ‘Mother,’ this is a common form of address for women], do you know
when the best time is to draw more deeply into meditation?” Wondering what
prompted his question, I shook my head while he continued, “It is the split
second after you exhale and before you inhale—just after inhaling and before
exhaling. If you focus on those points, you will be able to go more deeply into
meditation.” Still not sure why he had interjected this tidbit at me, I made an
appreciative comment as the discussion veered into another direction.
Aiya’s description of a ﬂeeting moment in between—of a state of sacred
potential when we have in fact stopped breathing—is more than simply handy
advice for meditation. It has become part of my repertoire for thinking about
ruptures and intersections and their attendant opportunities and risks. Aiya’s
example parallels well the idea that, particularly for the temple insider, the
positive news of the interstices far outweighs the negative: the fact that someone has stopped breathing between breaths is, although undeniable, not really
worth considering. For the most dedicated devotees at the Rush temple, the
potential uneasiness of temple junctures is minimized in light of their potential
beneﬁts. In some instances risks are not only minimized, they are also negated—transformed into a means for celebration.20
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